
Opéra Bastille revisits beloved, quirky Czech work with decidedly whimsical flair 
 
Any write up of 20th century Czech composer Leoš Janáček’s 1924 opera “The Cunning Little 
Vixen” will more often than not mention its rather nonlinear form.  The work, adapted from a 
Czech newspaper comic strip concerning the adventures of the titular tiny fox, plays rather like a 
comic, with tiny snippets of its characters’ lives gently rolled out in episodic, disjointed chunks. 
The opera, put quite simply, has no plot. 
But in deft and colorful strokes, the Opéra National de Paris dealt with this potentially damning 
feature of Janácek’s opera, brining life and charm to the sometimes lifeless Bastille stage. 
Indeed, considering the rather youthful nature of the audience at the June premiere of the 
restaging, this simplicity and color perhaps added to the staging’s strength, allowing viewers of 
all ages and musical backgrounds to appreciate the piece’s elegant magic. 
Indeed, with an able and well-sung ensemble cast, the true stars of the work were the costumes 
and the set, bringing the fields and woods and the many animals that lived there to stunning, 
creative reality. 
Perched on an artificial slope behind a rusty railroad crossing the Bastille’s immense stage — the 
first of many peculiar but not surprising Soviet-era overtones in the production — a dazzling 
field of cardboard and paper sunflowers played home to a motley collection of bugs, birds and 
woodland creatures. 
Each costume served as a sort of playful visual joke — the mosquitoes were milkmen with blood 
red collection bottles, the caterpillar flew a kite whilst dreaming of his future as a soaring 
butterfly — adding an appropriately childlike grace to the entire production. 
The many empty corners of the Bastille often swallowed the voices of the children who played 
these bugs and insects, but the able Adriana Kucerova played the vixen with a rich, tomboyish 
tone quality that served her character and the space well. Playing a subtle balance between the 
adventurous nature of the fox and the voluptuous habits of a human woman, Kucerova delivered 
a playful, poised performance that truly drove the work forward. 
Jean-Phillipe LaFont, as the hunter that pursues the vixen as an obsession, often seemed tired and 
weary. It was unclear if this exhaustion was part of his characterization of the role, or LaFont 
was indeed too asleep to sing the part. Fortunately, his third act aria on time and the past was 
sung with great care and emotion, bringing the work to a sufficient close.  
In a surprising twist, Luca Lombardo and Paul Gay, as the Teacher and the Fur Trapper, 
respectively, brought great strength to their roles, all too often ignored for the more lively animal 
characters that form the backbone of the opera. Lombaro’s sunflower love song in Act II was 
truly beautiful. 
The principals’ spouses were less notable, particularly Hannah Esther Minutillo in the role as 
Goldskine, the vixen’s dashing husband. This was perhaps more the fault of the composer than 
the singer; one must wonder why Janácek wrote the role as a soprano part, when a fine tenor or 
baritone would have been a much more suitable suitor for the cunning little vixen. 
The opera was not perfect, but the work itself is not perfect, either. However, when taken as a 
child’s animal fairy tale, as so artfully done at the Opéra Bastille, the work can be a refreshing 
and lovely way to pass a summer evening.  
Which, of course, is just what a night at the current staging was. 


